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By letter of 7 October 1981 the President of the Council of the
European Communities requested the European Parliament to deliver an
opinion on the proposals from the Commission of the European Communit:-es
to the Council on fresh meat.
The President of the European Parlrament referred proposals I, II,
V, VI and VII (COi,I(81) 503 finaI, COM(81) 496 fina], CoM(81) 497 final,
COM(81) 501 final and COM(8I) 500 final, respectively) to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture for its opinion and pro-
posals IIf and IV (COI{(81) 504 final) to the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection.
On 28 October 1981 the committee appointed Mrs Krouwel-Vl-am rapporteur.
The Committee on the Environment, Public HeaIth and Consumer Protection
considered these proposals at its meetings of 4 December 1981, 27 January
and 18 March 1982. At this Iast meeting it unanimously adopted the amended
proposals I to VI, proposal VII and the draft report.
The following took part in the vote : Mr Collins, chairman;
Mr Johnson, vice-chairmani Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, rapporteur, Mr Alber,
Mr Bombard, Mr Eisma (deputizing for Mrs Spaak), Mr Forth, l4r Ghergo,
Miss Hooper, l4rs Lentz-Cornette, Mr D4ertens (deputizing for Mr Verroken),
Mr Muntingh, Mr Pantazi, Mr Remilry, Mrs schreicher, Mrs seibet-Emmerling,
Mr Sherlock and Mrs Van Hemeldonck.
The opinion of the Committee on Agriculture is attached to this report
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The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and consumer protection
hereby submits to the European pari_iament the folrowing amendments,
motion for a resoJ.ution and explanatory statement :
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAI. FROM THE
COMI4ISSION OP THE EUROPEAN COIIMUNITIES
Proposal for a Council Directive on healthproblems affecting intra-Community trade infresh meat (COM(81) 503 final)
AMENDMENT No. 1
Article 3
1.E The date of packaqinq mustbe rndicated on fresh meat
atmosphere.
AI.IENDMENT No 2
Article 3
2. (c) to fresh meat introduced byauthorization of the countiyof destination intended
excl-usj.ve1y for the supplyof (deletion) milit.ary-ioices.
stationed in its territorybut not under its flag in sofar as this meat complies withCommunity animal. heaLth re_quirements. The Member Statesha1l ensure that this meat isnot placed in free circulation.
Article 3
2. (c) to fresh meat introduced byauthorization of the countivof destination intended --r
exclusively for the supplv ofrnternational organizaiiois,
and military forces stationedin its territory U"t noi-u"a",its flag in so iar as thi;
meat complies with Communitv
animal health requirements.'
The plember State shalI ..r"uruthat this meat is not ptaceain free circulation.
which is packed inEigh=-
vacuuh o7 fn E-con-t-Fofled
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PRoPoSED A},IENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL FROM THE COYIMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUI{TTIES
States of production that
lL Communitv an
AMENDMENT No 3
Artic1e 3
2.(d) to meat obtained i.n accordance
with the rules of the Member
nts 3
- unchanged,
- unchanged
- unchanged
- deleted
AII1ENDMENT No ,,4.
2. (d) to meat obtained in accordance
with the rules of the MemberStates of production:
- forming part of travellers'personal luggage and intendedfor their personal consumptionin so far as the amount oiquantity transported does not
exceed 5 kg per personi
- sent as small_ packages toprivate persons provided that
such rneat is not imported by
way of trade, in so far as Lhequantity sent does not exceed5 kg;
- for consumption by the crew
and passengers on means oftransport opelating oommer_
ciaIly between Member States;
- the meat mentioned above
shall comply with Community
animal health requirements.
Article 3
Article 3ArticLe 33. The official veterinarian may,
when carrying out the ante
mortem inspection referred toin 1.A. (b),. and-'aIso in this
case the snvE6;frE;EaI-Tealrh
urr].cer or meat insDector r,rith
aoequate and reLevant ouali--EjLGEEIOnr the post morteminspection referied to in1.A. (d), the supervison
referred to in 1.B. (d) and l.D. (c)1.D.(c) and idpervieion of th;requirements of Annex f, ChapterXIV, be helped by trained asiis_tants placed under his
respons j-bi1itv.
The offlcial veterinarian may, when
carrying out the ante mortemlnspectlon referred to in 1.A.(b),the post mortem inspection referredto in 1.A.(d), the supervision
referred to in 1.8.(dl and I.D.(c)
and supervision of the requirements
of Annex I, Chapter XIV, be helpedby trained assistants placed un-derhis e)uthority.
3.
AMENDMENT No ,5
ry!:_.rel Article 3
4.(b) fresh meat containing residues of
substances in Ievels which areharrnfuL or likely to make the
consumption of fresh meatdangerous or harmful to humanhealth;
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4. (b)
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
AI{ENDMENT No 6
Article 3
4.(c) fresh meat containing residues
of substancffi
t
been proved harmless in the
event of human consumption,
4.(c) fresh meat from animal_s to whichhave been administered tenderi_
sers or substances like1y to
make the fresh meat dangerous
or harmful_ to human health;
rov1s1ons o
AMENDMENT No 7
fficurin
lons
Article. 3
5. Following the procedure laid downin Article 13 additional provisions
may be adopted to ensure uniform
application of the requirements ofparagraph 4.
Article 9
Article 3
5. To ensure uniform application ofthe requirements of paragraph 4,
a list shall- be {rawn _W_lclleh,:
Article 13 of permitted subdtEn-
ceFr excluding a.11 other
aLso
eMrNoMeNr No 'g
Article 9
AII expenditure incurred by the execu-tion of the veterinary inspection bythe Member States in establishments
required by this Directive sha11 be
apportioned between all slaughtered
animals and chargeable to the owner
of the meat or his agent; without
repayment by the public funds directly
or indirectly
AMENDMENT No T
Article 12 Article 12
The Commission shal1 adopt the
measures and implement them immediate-Iy where they are in accordance withthe opinion of the Committee. Wherethey are not in accordance with the
opinion of the Committee or if no
opinion is delivered, the Commission
shal1 without delay propose to theCounciL the measures to be adopted.
The Council shall adopt the measuresby a qualified majoriry.
4.4. . ... a gualified majority. TheCommission shall inform parliEm-ent
ncurre the execution 
-E-teterT-
nary inspections, the costs incurr
Member States.
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Pending entry into force of a direc-
diture
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPoSAI FROM THE COMI,IISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COI{MUNITIES
AMENDMENT No 10
Artlcle 13
If, within three months from thedate on which the proposal was
submitted to it, the Council has
not adopted any measures, the
Commission shall adopt theproposed measures and apply
them immediately, after informinParliament thereof;-=ave ffieiEthe Council has decided against
these measures by a simple
majority.
Article 13
If, within three months from thedate on which the proposal was
submitted to it, the Council has
not adopted any measures, the
Commlssion shall adopt the proposed
measures and apply them immediately,
save vrhere the Council has decided
against these measures by a simple
maJority.
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PROPOSED AITTENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAI, FROM THE COI4MISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
II proposal for a. Council Orr""::y:_amending Council Directive72/462/EEc on-hear.th 
"n;-;;;;rinarv i*p6"tiJn problems uponimportation of bovin.-. i*Iis-a _ 
=rir,"'uii-irestr meat fromthird counrries tcOMf Aii-i'gS- rinaf l
AII{ENDMENT No 1}
Article 1
Article 1
,
rThe date of packaging must be
IntEcaEEa-n tresh meat whic-E-is
AI,IENDMENT No. 12
7. The official. veterinarian orthq megt inspector with add{uateandre1effi..,
u"Ja rna..his responsibility
AMENDMENT No. 13
'1 
. The of f icial
be.herped o, :::i:i:il:TrHle"',
under his authority.
L2.
Article I
Article 34 Article 34
To the extent that these Agree_
ments are not compatible withthis Directive, the Member Stateor States concerned shalL availthemselves of aII appropriate
means to remove the incompatibil_ities noted. However, prior
+uthor i z at i on EIom-:EhE-t6ffiTs s ionis requiredffi
-
concfusion of@
-
To the extent that these Agreementsare not compatible with thisDirective, the Member State orStates concerned sha1l avaif them_selves of aI1 appropriate means foremove the incompatibilities noted.
Article I
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PROPOSED AB,IENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSA], FROM THE
COMI4ISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
rrr Proposar for a councir directive amending Directive 7t/lLg/EEc
on health problems affecting trade in fresh poultrymeat in
respect of personnel responiinte for carrying out healthinspections, supervision and control taski (cot4(gI) 504 final)
AMENDMENT No. 14
3rd recita]
- 
oWhereas in the United Kingdomthe Environmental- Health Officer
or meat inspector with adeqgate
..+is recogn@qualification suitable to carry
out these particuJ.ar tasks;'
AMEND.IVIENTJIo. 1.5
Article 1
Amend Directive 7L/LLl/EEC as follows:1. In Article 16a, sub-paragraph (b),
the second indent or part of the
sentence is replaced by the fol_low-lng text:
'As regards the supervisi.on of
cutting premises and storage
the intervention of an official
veterinarian, Environmental
Heal th of f i ce r-6-r-iEEE-ii-sEec tor
quEIITIEEEEn 
- 
.r-(-resr 
unchanged )
3rd recitar
- 'Whereas in the United Kingdomthe Environmental Health Officeris recognized as having aqualification suitable to carry
out these particular tasksi I
Article 1
Amend Directive 7L/LL9/EEC as foltows:1. In Article I6a, sub-paragraph (b),
the second indent or part of the
sentence is replaced by the fol1ow-lng text :
'As regards the supervision of
cutting premises and storagethe intervention of an official
veterinarian as provided bythis Directive, ... .' .
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PROPOSED MENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNI'TIES
'Whereas in the United Kingdomthe qualification of the Environ-
mental Health Officer or the meat
inspector with adequatEET--
o
ffianged)
Mroposal for a Council directive concerning the qualifications ofthe personner responsibl-e for carrying out hearth inspection,
supervision and control tasks forseen by Directive 77799/EEc
on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in meat products(coM(81) s04 final)
AMENDMENT No. 16
4th recital 4th recital
rWhereas in the United Kingdomthe qualification of the En-
vironmental Hea1th Officer is
so recognized; (rest unchanged)
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PROPOSED zu{ENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAI FROM THE COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Proposal for adisease within Council Directive onthe Community (cOla(gt the notification of animal) 497 final )
AMENDMENT No 17
-
Article 6
. . . save where the Council hasdecided by a simple majority
against those measures. ThACommission sha1l inform
@oucdelay.
...save where the Council hasdecided by a simple majority
against those measures.
Article 6
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4. 4.
PROPOSED A},IENDMENTS TEXT OF THE PROPOSAI, FROM THE COiI4MISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN Co}4IVIUNITIES
VI. Proposal for a Council Directive
residues of antibiotics in fresh(coM( 81 ) s01
AMENDMENT No lE
Article 4
2.(3) their slaughter for human
consumption is prohibited
untiL it can be demonstratedthat the refiAreE-deE'enE nolonger exceed the tolerance,
and in any case until the
end of the withdrawal periodfixed for each residue in
Annex f to this Directive,
A.I4ENDMENT No 19
Article 7
oe borne by the tvtembeFSEEEEl-
(Rest unchanged)
AMENDMENT No 20
Article 9
Article 4
2.(3) their slaughter for human
consumption is prohibited
until it may be assumed thatthe residues present no longer
exceed the tolerance, and in
any case until the end of the
withdrawal period fixed for
each residue in Annex I to thisDirective,
Article 7
on health problems reJ-ating to
mggt 9f Community originfinal )
ArticLe 9
4.... against these measures by a
simpte majority.
The costs of analysis of samples forthe detection of antibiotic iesidues
shaLl be apportioned among the totalof slaughtered animaLs and shall beb9.19 by !h9 persons having rhe powerof disposition of the abovementioned
animals.
4. ... against these measures by a
simple majority. The Commisiion
shall inf orm par1iEfrEn-E-EE6o-f-
lture incur the executfon
s of samples for the
antlbiotlc residueE-GEEll
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embodying the
Commission of
A
MOTION FOR A
opinion of the European
the European Comrnunities
RESOLUTION
:
Parliament on the proposals from Lhe
to the Council on fresh meat.
The European parliament,
- having regard to the proposars from the commission of the European
- having been consulted by the Council (Doc. l_5g6/g|),
- having regard to the report, of the corunittee on the Environment, publicHealth and consumer proteetion and the opinion of the committee onAgriculture ( Doc . 1: trg l gZ ) ,
1. Welcomes the veterinary proposals, which are intended to achieve thehighest possible degree of harmonization of divergent national
regulations in the interests of public hearth and of consumers in theCommunity;
2. Expects the Commission to extend and, where possible, to simplify thislegislation in the veterinary fierd with a view to establishing completefreedom of rntra-Community tradei
3. trlouId weLcome a situation tehere the
sLaughter and sectioning were such
undentak.i ngs to make the necessary
the requi rements and thus engage in
Requests the Commi ss.i on to submi
amend i ng the di rect i ve and estab
mi crobiotog.i cal. controts;
minimum requ.i rements reIating to
as atso to encourage medium-sized
'i mprovements enabting them to f utf i t
internat iqnat tradei
t as soon as poss i bte a proposa
Lish'i ng f ixpd criteria for
5.
6"
CaLIs on the Commission to estabLish and standardize
for taking sampLes and conducting anaLyses as soon as
is the onLy way to ensure a uniform system of superv.i
detection of antib.i otic residues;
Requests the Commission to ensure that atL
meat or animats to the Member States notify
same conditions Iaid down in th.is directive
of the diseases Listed in Annex A;
the procedures
possibte as this
sion for the
third countries wh.i ch export
the Commi ssion, under the(PnoposaI V), of any cases
7 
" Requests the commission to report to the European parLi
'impIementation of the respective di rectives one year afinto force, and aLso to inform it of the harmonization
and which has aIready been considered in the veter.inary
the heaLth f ietd;
ament on
ter their entry
stiLt nequired
f ietd and in
1 o.t No.
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8. Requests the Commission to submit within one yeat a proposaI for a
directive on cost atIocation in respect of atI veterinary controLs and
i nspect i ons;
9. Approves proposaL Vll for a directive anending Directive 71 1118/ EEC on
heaLth probIems affecting trade'in fresh pouttrymeat (C0M(81) 504 finaL);
10. Requests houever, the Commission to incorporate the foregoing amendments
in its proposat pursuant to Articte 149, second paragraph of the EEC
Treaty.
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BEXPLANATORY STATEIUENT
I. INTRODUCTION
I.1. The aim of the Commission proposals discussed below is to make
Corununity trade in fresh meat freer and to ensure the maintenance of the
strict standards of hygiene required for the proLection of public health.
I.2. They represent an attempt to review, consolidate and adapt existing
legislation to take account of developments in technology and to propose
alternative solutions without putting the standards of hygiene required
for the protection of public health at risk.
I.3. The Commission has therefore presented the proposals discussed
below, as well as three further proposals which will be considered
separately or for which the Committee on Agriculture is responsible. These
other three proposals concern:
1. The laying down of general criteria for methods of microbiological
control (Doc. l-574/8:..l
2. The protection of Iaying hens kept in cages (Doc. L-452/8L)
(committee responsible: Committee on Agriculture)
3. The two-year extension of the programme for the rapid eradication
of tuberculosis, brucellosis and bovine leucosis
(committee responsibl-e: Committee on Agriculture).
(Doc. l-726/871
II. COI!{MENTS ON THE SEVEN PROPOSAIS PREsENTED TO THE COUNCIL
II.l. Directive on health problems affecting intra-Corunun_ity trade in fresh
meat (CoM(8I) 503 final)
II.1"I" This directive repeals the existing directive (64/433/EEC), which
was adopted in 1964 and has been amended many times. It also introduces
important changes and takes account of alternative solutions with regard
to special eonditions for the approval of slaughterhouses.
II.1.2. These amendments concern:
(a) the principle of an inspection of meat during production;
(b) the principle that the costs connected with this inspection
are borne by the product;
(c) inspection of slaughterhouses by Community inspectorsi
(d) introduction of microbioLogical control methods;
(e) official veterinarian to be assisted by specially trained personnel.
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rr.1.3.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
rr.2.l.
(a)
(b)
Certain points Here not aItogether ctear, .in particutar:
the scope of the directive as defined in Article l;
the exact definition of the uses of fresh meat other than for
Iruman consumption in Article 3 ( 2) (a) i
the problem of administering tenderisers to fresh meat (Article
3(4)(c);
the raying down by the standing veterinary committee of methods
of microbiological control, sampling plan and so on (Article
4(2)(d));
(e) consultation of the European Parliament whenever the measures
to be adopted are not in accordance with the opinion of the
Standing Veterinary Committee (Article 13 (4));
II.2 Directive 72/462 on health and veterinar inspection problems
I ation of bovine animals and swine and fresh meat from
third countries (COl4(81) 495 final)
The main aims of this amendment are as follows:
to appry at least the same requirements to third countries as
those applied to intra-Comrnunity trade in fresh meat;
to simplify the system of certificates for the import of fresh
meat by making the health certificate and the certificate of
approval into one documenti
(c) to make it possible for the official veterinarian to be assisted
by specially trained personnel, with appropriate safeguardsi
(d) to reprace the voluminous Annex B, which would have to be amended
anyway to take account of the amendments to certain articles.
This annex covers the generaL conditions for the approval of
establishments.
71.2.2. Annex B is identical to Annex I of the original directive. Would
it not be possible simply to refer to Annex I instead of reproducing
it in full in this directive?
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r1.3. Directive amending Directive 71/1]8/EEC on health problems
affecting trade in fresh poultrymeat in respect of the personnel
responsible for carrying out health inspection, supervision and
control tasks (COM(81) 504 final)
1I.3.I. This amendment Co the directive is intended to take account of
the special situation in t,he United Kingdom and provides, on the basis of a
report from the Commission to the Council concerning the training of
'Environment Health Officers' in the UK, that officials who have not had
veterinary training may perform these tasks provided that they work under
the supervision of a veterinarian.
7I.4" Directive concerning the qualifications of personnel responsible
for carrying out health inspection, supervision and control tasks
foreseen by Directive 77,/99,/EEC on health problems affecting
intra-Community trade in meat products (COM(81) 504 final)
II.4.1. The principle established in II.3.1. in the case of poultry
Directive IL/LL$/EEC with regard to health irrspection, supervision and
control tasks, also applies here.
II.5. Directive on the ng.!_il-l_e L t j 9 n 
-oj_.ert.+.qq r _4f eC elC i _yr.! hrg_ t h s
community ( coM (g]_)__491*ti!e[
II.5.1. The object of this directive is to introduce harmonized arrangements
for the notification of animal disease (see Annex A) which operate reliably
and rapidly and to ensure close collaboration between the services of the
Commission and national bodies.
I1.5.2. The principle that a declaration must be made in the case of
certain contagious diseases is already enshrined in the Cornmunity's
directive on trade. This proposal for a directive consol-idates the above
principle and lays down the regulations implementing it.
Ir.6 " !:geS!_ULe___g!-lSaEh proble*s rela!fl-1q te_fs-g_fgEE_o_f:ntibiorics
and substances with a similar action in trade in fresh meat of
Community origin (COM(81) 501 final)
11.6.1. This directjve comes in response to a request by the European
Parliament in its debate on the hormone directive.
II"6.2. It provides in principle for a verification of the absence of
detect-ab1e quantities of antibiotic residues in meat and for the cost of
such control-s to be borne by the product. At the same time it envisages
Lhe introduction of controls at Community l-eveI to ensure uniform application
over the whole Community.
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11.6.3. The principle of zero torerance is an important one. some
question marks remain, however, concerning the extent of the Community's
powers of supervision, the use of antibiotics, the withdrawal periods
given in Annex r in the event of a suspension of sraughter, the ban on
administering human antibiotics to animals and the increasingly widespread
occurrence of pathogenic bacteria murtiresistant to antibiotics.
17.7. Directive amending Directive 7l/IIB/EEC o@
affecting trade in fresh t (coM(81) 500 final)
rr.7.1. The purpose of this amendment to the directive is to
microbiological examinations carried out in order to guarantee
hygienic quality of the product. rt also covers checks on the
functioning of the chilling installation in which carcasses are
by immersion in vrater.
have
the proper
proper
chilled
rr.7.2. rt is a little premature, however, to 1ay down microbiologlcal
criteria until a study has been conducted. one might therefore ask whether
there is any point in assessing the results of the microbioLogical
examination by comparing them with the findings of previous tests. rt must
also be made clear whether the European Partiament has to be consulted as
set out in point rr.1.3.(e) to determine the methods of microbiological
control.
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III. COMMENTS ON TTIE PROPOSED ATIENDMENTS
ProoosaLs I and lI
1II.1. Amendments Nos. 1 and Xl uere tabted by the Committee on
AEricuttur6 snd incorporated as such.
III.2. In the exceptional cases provided for ln 4f!fglC_3e_p3Ig9f3pb_?.(g),
in which the provisions of Articles 1 and 2 do not app1y, it is proposed
that only supplies for military forces stationdd in the territory of the
country of destination but not under its flag should be exempt, unless the
term international organizations can be more clearly defined.
III.3. /\mendments Nos 3 and 4 to 4E!1919_ls.-EB5gglepb_?-(91_Cl9_pgEgglgpb
!]) are intended only to make the text clearer.
III.4. In proposing anrendments to $_r_t_i9l-g__3_r_p3.Fgg_rgpjrS__4_Afr_d__5_
(amendments 5, 6 and 7), the corunittee is opting for a positive list of
substances to be drawn up in accordance with the procedure laid down in
Article 13 and which would thus contain only substances whose innocuity
had been demonstrated. In this context, the first concern is to determine
which substances and residues thereof are permitted. The list of permitted
substances would then be appended in an annex.
III.5. The committee is also of the oplnion, as is in fact proposed by
the Committee on Agriculture, that the expenditure incurred by the execution
of obligatory veterinary inspections should be borne by the Member States.
It is unacceptable that these costs should be passed on in ful1 to the
consumer through one or a number of products. In this connection, the
committee feels there is a need for a separate horlzontal directive
establishing arrangements for the defrayal of costs arising from this
and all other directives relating to veterinary inspections. This is
the purpose of amendment No E to Article 9.
rrr.6" The amendments to Articres 12 and 13 are designed to ensure
respect for what the committee considers to be the European Parliament's
legitimate right to be informed when implementing provisions of this
directive are blocked by the Council. A similar amendment has been made
to proposals CoM(81) 497 final and 501 fina1"
-20- PE 75.095/ I in.
Proposat VI
III.7. Besides the stricter procedure proposed in Article 4, namefy
that it should be proved and not assumed that the residues present no
longer exceed the tolerance, the amendment from the Committee on Agriculture
regarding the distribution of costs has also been incorporated into Article 7.
IV. CONCLUSION
The seven abovementioned proposals are to enter into force as
follows: twelve months after notification in the case of the first, on
I January 1982 in the case of the second and fifth proposals and on
I JuIy 1982 in the case of the third, fourth, sixth and seventh proposals.
rt might justifiably be asked whether there is noL a case for dearing
with all the proposals together. A number of dates need i-n any case to be
adjusted. Subject to the amendments proposed, the committee approves the
abovementioned proposals. However, it regrets that the proposals, which
can be regarded as a necessary follow-up to existing legislation, were not
submitted earlier.
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oprNroN oF rHE CoirlMrrrEE oN 
_4gEIqg4gBE
Draftsman: Mr HELMS
oh 20 october 1981 the committee on Agricurture appointed Mr Hernis
draftsman.
The comrtilttee considered the draf t opinion at its meet.ings of
172 oecethber 198r and 4/5 February 1982 and aL the lasr meeting
adopted it unanimously with nine abstentions.
the foLlohing took part in the vote: sir Hdfiry plumb, chairmani
Mr collese11i, vice-chairman; Mr Delatte, vice-chairmani Mr Iierms,
draftsman; Mr Battersby, Iuir Dalsass, Mrs Desouche (deputizing for
Mrs HerkloLz), tvlr Eyraud, Mr Gatto, D4r Gautler, Mr Hord, Mrr Ilowell
( deputizing f or tlr K j rk ) , Ivlr Maher, Mr Mat'ck, Mr d'Ormesson,
Mrs Pdry (deputizing for Mr Sutra), Mt provan, Miss euin, Mr Stella,(deputlzing for Mr Diana), Mr Thareau ancl Mr Vernimmen
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1.
r . 
.(_c!4-Gl)_l9l_li3g])
This proposal- for a directive is intended to replace Directive
54/433/EEc of 26 June 1954 on health problems in intra-Community
trade in fresh meatl, which has been amended many times. Its
aim is to achieve a closer approximation of the health provisions
of the various Member States.
The progress made in the fietds of science and technology since
the entry into force of Directive 54/433/EEC' has made it possible
to improve the hygienic production, inspection and supervision of
fresh meat. The proposal for a directive lays down for the first
time Community rules for the approval of establishments used for
storing fresh meat (Article 4) and, also for the first time, makes
horsemeat and offat from slaughter as well as smaller cuts of
fresh meat intended for direct sale to the consumer subject to
Community health provisions (Article 3 (1)(BD.
The despatch of fresh meat to another Member State is to be
prohibited if it is suspected of being unfit for human consumption
(e.g. because of a high level of residues, treatment by radiation,
etc.) (Article 3(4)). Random inspections by the competent
authorities of the Member States - independently of the inspections
provided for in Article 4 (hygiene in establishments) and Article 5
(inspection by the Commission) - are intended to ensure that meat
which is unfit for human consumption does not reach the consumer
(Article 6 ) .
The cost of veterinary inspections by the Member States is to be
apportioned among all slaughtered animals and thus borne by the
product (Article 9).
The purpose of these measures is to ensure that imports of fresh
meat from third countries are not treated more favourably under
national provisions than intra-Community trade in fresh meat prior
to the entry into force of Community rules governing such imports
(see proposal for a directive under II) (Article 11).
Tho implementation of the directive in the l,iember States is monitored
by means of regular inspections by the Commission ( slaughterhouse
inspectors, Article 5).
1o; t2 t of 29.1 .1964, p. 2ot2/64
2,
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3. The Committee on Agriculture welcomes
directlve because it takes account of
of hyglene and consumer protection.
in the dismantling of the barriers to
ffesh meat resulting from differences
will be conducive to free competition
Community.
the proposed revision of the
the need for higher standards
It will also mean more progress
intra-Community trade in
in health legislation; this
between producers in the
Another provision whlch is both welcome dnd necessary is that
national rules on the import of fresh medt from third countries
must not be more favourable than the corresponding communityprovisions on i-ntra-community trade. the commission has already
submitted to the council a proposal for a dtrective amendingDirective 72/462/EEc on hearth anci vbterinary inspection problems
upon importation of bovine animals and swine and fresh meat fromthird countries (coM(g1) 496 final 
- see under rr), which bringsthe existing health provisions on the treatnent of fresh meat intoline with the most recent scientific and technological developments.
Pursurant to Articles 9 and 4 of the proposeci ciirective the costs
of veterinary contror of establishments are to be apportioned
among all slaughtered animals and thus incorporated in the price
of the product. This means that the costs will be borne by the
owner of the meat, since there is no provision for them to be
reimbursed from public funds.
This arrangement courd affect consumer prices and hence arso
competition in the community, since differences in the cost of
veterinary control of establishments could lead to differencesin the price of f resh rneat f roiir one Member state to another.
The committee on Agricurture nevertheress approves the proposarthat the product should bear the costs, sihcb this will ensurethat, in the long run and without involving expenditure from the
national budgets, slaughterhouse owners wilI adhere stri-ct1y tohearth provisi-ons and make the necessary improvements in standards
of hygiene. Meat producers wilr in fact give preference to estab_l isl-rments with a high r evel of compl iance wi-th the hearth provisions,
s:'nce they will not be subjected to frequent 
- and costry 
- contrors.
The commi-ttee on Agriculture also feels that the date of packaging
should be indicated on packed fresh meat so that both the traderand the consumer can themselves assess the freshness of the meat.
4.
4a
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II.
5.
(coM(81) 496 final)
Directive 72/462/EEC covers heatth and veterinary inspection problems
upon importation of bovine animals and swine and fresh meat from third
countries. The important feature of this directive is that it rays
down the conditions under which imports into and free trade in the
community are permitted and sets minimum standards of hygiene and
animal hea1th which are indispensable for the protection of consumers
and of the Community herd.
The abovementioned directive was adopted on 12 December 1972. Advances
in science and technorogy have red to improvements in veterinary super-
vision with regard to tuberculosis and brucellosis and in the hygienic
production, inspection and supervision of fresh meat. The proposed
amendments to the directive take these improvements into account as
weLl as the experience gained in the apprication of the provisions of
the directive (on veterinary controls) in third countries.
The amendment of the directive is related to the proposal for a revision
of council nirective 64/433/EIic on health probtems affecting intra-
comrnunity trade in fresh meat (CoM(81) 503 final - see above under r).
under the proposed amendment to Directive jz/4G2/EEC the minimum
hygiene requirements laid down in the former directive are also
intended to apply to the importation of bovine animars and swine and
fresh meat from third countries.
8. To take account of technological developments in the packing of fresh
meat, meat wrapped in hrgh vacuum is also to be considered as fresh
meat (Article l(1) of the proposal for a directive).
The special conditions for the approvaL of slaughterhouses in third
countries with regard to the eguipping of premises for preparing
and cleaning offal and other by-products may be waived if the premises
satisfy comparable alternative animar health requirements. The
same applies to the medicar certificate of hearth for persons coming
i:to contact with meaL and to the veterinary inspection of solipeds(Article 1(2) of the proposal for a directive).
The commission will publish a specimen of the hearth mark which is
officialry approved in the third countries and complies with the
requirements of the directive (Annex B, Chapter X) (Article 1(2)
of the proposal for a directive).
6.
7.
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Bovine animals may be imported only from those third countries
which have been free for 12 months ( instead of the earLier period of
6 rnonths) from blue-tongue disease (Article I(3) of the proposal for
a directive).
In individual cases the Standing Veterinary Committee may a1low derogations
from the provisions on tubercufosis and brucellosis in bovine animal-s and
swine (Annex A) if the third country concerned recognizes and complies with
eguivalent alternative provisions on veterinary inspection (ArticIe 1(4) of
the proposal for a directive).
The Standing Veterinary Committee may decide on a case-by-case basis
that the animal health certificate may be incorporated with the public
health certificate (Article 22 of the original directive - Article f(10)
of the proposal for a directive). Where it is not possible to return
animals which cannot be admitted for trade in t.he Community, an order must
be given for them to be slaughtered (Article 1(6) of the proposal for a
directive).
9. The Committee on Agriculture feels that the Commission proposal will help
to simplify further the rules to be observed and measures to be taken
upon import, and thereby facilitate the free movement of the imported
animals and products within the Community. The updating of the regulations
in the field of hygiene and animal health is also dictated by the desire
to improve intra-Community trade (revision of Directive 64/433/EEC, see
under I) and will help above all to protect the consumer.
Furthermore, the Committee on Agriculture welcomes the fact that the
directive leaves sufficient room for alternative 
- but equally effective -
hygiene measures and supervision procedures, where the effectiveness of
such m€-li$ut'es in the slaughterhouses concerned is guaranteed or where the
third country in guestion appries comparable veterinary inspecti-on
provisions. This allows of greater flexibility vis-i-vis third countries
while at the same time preserving Community interests.
9a. This proposal for a directive should al_so ensure that the date trf
packaging is indicated on packed fresh meat (see point 4a.).
II1. (coM( 81 ) 491 final )
10' This proposal for a directive links up with the existing provisions on
rrotification of animal disease in the various directives on trade in bovine
animals and swine, fresh meat, fresh poultrymeat and meat- products, which
make it mandatory for <'ach Meml>er stat.e to rrot.iIy <'aclr oLlrc'r M(,1r1/(.r tjt,rlr,
and the commission of the outbreak and disappearance of animal diseases.
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11. There are no Community provisions, however, on the procedure for
notification or on the content or frequency of the reports. Consequentlyr
Member States have seldom been in a position in the past to act on these
reports effectively and without unduly affecting trade.
1.Z. Under the proposal for a directivc both the diseases listed in Annex A
and new, naturally transmissible diseases must be notified to the Commission
and each of the Member States by tetex within 24 hours, giving the
information reguired in Annex B (Articles I and 3)'
Secondary outbreaks of the notified diseases must be reported to the
Commission at weekly intervals; the Commission forwards a composite
notification to the veterinary headquarters of each Member State (Article 4)-
TIre code form by wtrich the i:rformation reguired irt Annex B (Artic1e 6) is to be
transmitted shaII be drawn up by the Standing Veterinary Committee
procedurei where necessary this procedure may also be used for amendments
to Annexes A and B and - on a temporary basis - to the procedure for
notification of disease (ArticIe 5).
13. The Committee on Agriculture welcomes the proposal for a directive
because it represents a further step on the road to the harmonization
of provisions and measures on animal disease in intra-Community trade-
Animal diseases are a danger for the Community herd and can lead to
serious disruption of intra-Community trade in live animals, fresh meat
and meat products. A prompt and sufficiently detailed notification
of disease will make it possible for the other Member States to take
the immediate action which the sj-tuation requires. Unjustifiable over-
reaction by the Member States can thus be avoided and trade wifl be
restricted only to the extent which is genuinely necessary.
L4. The Committee on Agriculture points out that the Council adopted a
resolution on measures to be taken in the veterinary sector on 12 March
1968f, which made it clear that the objective of such measures must
be 
-free trade in animals and products of animal origin within the
Community. The Council has a duty therefore to attain this objective
and ensure that national veterinary provisions are brought into line
at the most stringent 1eve1 posslble for the benefit of consumer
protec Lon
'I
'oJ c 22 c:f. 18.3.1968, p. 18
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IV.
r5.
(CoM( 81) 50I final)
Thisproposalforadirectiveconcernstheexaminationoffreshmeat
forresiduesofantibioticsandproposesthesettingofazero
tolerance for suCh residues in order to protect the consumer; al}
meatwhichiss]-aughteredintheCommunityandisintendedforhuman
consumption is to be made subject to community controls' This proposal
bytheCommissionprovidesaresPonsetotheopinionexPressedbythe
EuropeanParliamentonaproposa}concerningtheuseofsubstanceswith
a hormonal action and those having a thyrostatic action in domestic
animalsl, which drew attention to the need for a Community regulation'
TheproposallinksupwiththeexistingDirective54/433/EEConhealth
problems affecting intra-Community trade in fresh meat2 ' which inter
aria makes the administering of antibiotics to slaughter animals subject
tonationalregulations.ThemostrecentProPosalforadirective
replacing this directive (see under I) already bans the despatch of
fresh meat containing residues of substances (including antibiotics)
harmful to human health '
Theproposalprovidesforrandomexaminationsofallslaughteredmeat,
thefrequencyofsuchexaminationsbeingspecifiedinAnnexl.where
there is specific information to suggest Lhe presence of residues'
the official veterinarian must, furthermore, examine each slaughtered
animal concerned (Article 3)' If residues of antibiotics are found
theslaughteredanimalmustbesafelycondemned(Artic1e5)andthe
competent veterinary authority must be informed' The Member States
must then carry out further examinations to determine the origin of the
residues, to identify Ehe suspect animals in the herd from which the
animalcameandprohibittheirslaughterforhumanconsumptionor
disposal until the end of the withdrawal period fixed in Annex I
(Article 4). The Member states must inform the commission annually of
the examinations carried out, their findings and the measures takeni
the commission in turn must inform each Member state of these results
(Article 5). Furthermore, the commission shall make on-the-spot
checks to verify that the provisions of this directive are applied
(Article 8).
The costs of the regular examinations for residues sharl be apportioned
amongthetotalofslaughteredanimalsandshallbebornebythePersons
havingthePowerofdispositionoftheseanimals;ontywhereresidues
lReport by Mr BRINDLUND NTELSEN on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture on trriee Commission proPosals (Doc' 1-840/80)
2oJ No . L2I of 29.7.1964, p.2oL2, last amended by Directive
8L/476/EE1 - oJ No. L 186 of 8.7.1981'
15.
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L7.
18.
of antibiotics have been detected, ancl where i.t is necessary to carry
out a bacteriologicat examination of the meat, are the costs to be borne
in fuIl by the person having Lhe power of disposition of the animals
concerned (Article 7).
The committee on Agriculture weLcomes the proposat for a directive
as an appropriate means of curbing the abuse of antibiotics in the
rearing of slaughter animafs. The revelation of excesses in the
administering of antibiotics to slaughter animals has caused - and
rightly so - considerable concern among the population, which was partly
responsible for the boycott of fresh meat. The confidence of consumers
and of responsible producers in the ability of the law to protect them
was shattered; serious economic harm was caused by the consumer boycott
and intra-community trade in slaughter animals was adversely affected'
The proposal for a directive is an appropriate means of re-establishing
orderly practice with regard to the use of antibiotics which is
necessary in the interests of public health, since every producer concerned
would be taking the risk of incurring the costs involved in the safe
condemnation of any meat found to contain residues, the mandatory
examinationsproposedmakethisriskaveryrealoneandserveasa
warning.
Consumer protection could be increased still further if the Council
prohibited the systematic use of antibiotics which, when the meat has
been consumed, produce a resistance in the human body'
The Committee on Agriculture has reservations, however, about apportioning
E,he costs arising from random examinations among all slaughtered animaLs
and thereby among the persons having the power of disposition' This
would mean that it is ultimately the consumer who bears the cost instead
of the producers whose practices have caused the examination to be
carried out. Measured against this, the desire to Protect the consumer'
whichmightjustifypassingonthecoststotheproduct,isofsecondary
importance. In fact, one coul-d even justify apportioning all examination
costs among the persons having disposition of those animals in which
residues of antibiotics have been detected, neither the consumer nor the
Member state would have to bear the cost of the examination in such a case '
However, since this procedure woutd be interpreted as the imposition of
a fine, the committee on Agriculture feel-s that it is fairer that the cost
of random examinations which reveaf no residues be borne by the Member
States and the cost of those examinations which prove positive be borne
by the persons having dispositi-on of the animals in question - as already
provided for in the commission's proposal for a directive.
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V. (CoM(81) 500 finat)
The basic Directive \l/nA/FleCI
for slaughterhouses and cutting
fresh poultrymeat.
lays down the health requirements
planLs used for the production of
I9
In addition, the regulations on the control of the ,counter-fIowr
process for the chilling of poultry carcases by immersion set out in
Annex I of the directive are also to be amended by establishing uniform
criteria for the evaluation of microbial 1eveIs.
20 ' The Committee on Agriculture welcomes the introduction of microbiological
controls in slaughterhouses and cutting plants as this will improve
standards of hygiene in the production of fresh poultrymeat to thebenefit of both the operators and the trade and arso the consumer.
The same applies to the improvement in the monitoring of microbiat
levels in poultry carcases which are chilled by immersion in a counter-
fl-ow of water.
The committee on Agriculture regrets, however, that it is not yetpossible, because of the rack of suitabre basic statistics, to Iay
down specific criteria for the eval-uation of the resurts of micro-biological contrors, and that at present these resurts can only be
evaluated by comparison with the findings of previous examinations 
-
The committee on Agriculture assumes that the commission will acquirethe necessary basic statistics and information as soon as possible
and then propose a furt.her amendment to the directive, introducing
fixed criteria for the evaluation of microbiologicar_ controLs and
thereby ensure that these controls are equally effective in all the
Member States.
lgnaf uglelg
2t
The proposaL for a directive amending that
provisions making it possible to carry out
on standards of hygiene in slaughterhouses
utensils, fittings and the meat itself - on
recent scientific knowledge.
directive introduces new
microbiological checks
and cutting plants 
- on
the basis of the most
22. rn
the
to
(a)
the light of the foregoing the committee on Agriculture asks
Committee on the Environment, Public Heatth and Consumer protection
incorporate the following points in its motion for a resolution:
ca1ls on the council to bring the veterinary provisions of the
Member states into line at the most stringent possible 1evel;
t 
....................-
-OJ No. L 55 of 8.3.1971, p. 23 et seg.
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(b) Expects the Commission and the Council to continue to explore the
scope for a further agreement on common veterinary and health
regulat ions ;
(c) Expects the Council promptly to adopt all additionat proposals
from the Commission for directives in the veterinary and health
fields, after consulting the European parli.ament;
(d) Calls on the Commission to submit to the European parlj-amentrone
year after the entry into force of the abovementioned five
directives, a report on the approximation of regislation which
has been implemented and al-so to indicate which approximations
of legislation in the veterinary and health field tre sti1l necessary
and are envisaged.
23. Re. I
The Committee on Agriculture
- takes the view that the revised version of the dlrective continues
the process of removing the existing barriers to trade in meat
resulting from differences in national health provisions,
- takes the view that consumer protectj.on is improved as a result of
the health checks on meat production provided for in the directive,
- approves, therefore, the proposal for a directive,
- urges the committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection to adopt the following proposed amendment to the
Commission proposal:
Text proposed by the Commj ssion Amendment proposed by the
of the European Communities Committee on Agriculture
Article 3 (1)
new subparagraph E
not applicable E. The date of packaging must
be indicated on fresh meat
which is packed in high vacuum
or in a defined atmosphere.
24. Re. II
The Committee on Agricu-Lture
- is convinced that the amendment of the directive to take account of
the scientific and technological advances made in the fields of
hygiene and animal health is necessary,
- urges that trade wjth third countries should be subject to at leasL
the same conditions concerning veterj.naryr hygiene, foocl and health
provisions as intra-Community trade and that meat from slaughtered
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imported animals and imported meat should comply with the food
and health standards applicable in the Community l4ember States,
notes that the amendments to the directive help to improve consumer
pnotect ion,
assumes that the amendments to the directive will bring about a
harmonization of the provisions on the importation of bovine
animals and swine and fresh meat from third countries and thereby
help to improve trade,
approves the proposal for a directive,
calls on the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer ProLection to adopt the following proposed amendment
to the Commission proposal:
25.
Text proposed by the Commission
of the European Communities
Article 1
!ew_lg4graph_qg
not applicable
Re. III
The Committee on Agriculture
Amendment proposed by the
Committee on Agricufture
6a. Add the following to
Article I6:
'The date of packaging must
be indicated on fresh meat
which is packed in high vacuum
or in a defined atmosphere.'
takes the view that the proposed amend.ment to the directive will
enable the community herd to be Protected more effectively against
disease,
is convj-nced that through the amendment to the directive the adverse
effects on intra-Community trade as a result of barriers to trade due
to animal disease can be restricted to the necessary minimum,
approves the proposal for a directive
calls on the Council to create the conditions for the definitive
eradication of the anj.mal diseases of tuberculosis, brucellosis and
bovine leucosis.
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25. Re. IV
The Committee on Agriculture
- is convinced that the proposal for a directive wirr make it
possible to curb the misuse of antibiotics in the rearing of
slaughter animals,
- assumes that as a resurt of the proposal for a directive account
will be taken of health requirements by the setting of a
torerance for antibiotics which corresponds to the detection
limit used in the Community method of examination ('zero
tolerance' ) ,
- considers the proposal for a directive as an appropriate means
of restoring consumer confidence in the quality of meat,
- assumes that the proposal for a directive wilr make it possibre
to remove the barriers to trade which have arisen in connection
with the residues of antibiotics previousry detected in slaughter
animals,
- calrs on the council to prohibit the systematic use in the
breeding of animals for slaughter of antibiotics which, when
the meat has been consumed, produce a resistance in the human body,
- considers, however, that the costs of random examinations for
residues in which no residues are detected should not be apportioned
among all slaughter animars but be borne by the Member statesi
therefore urges the committee for the Environment, public Hearth
and consumer Protection to adopt the following proposed amendment
to the Commission proposal:
Text proposed by the Commission Amendment ;lroposed by the
of the European communities committee on Agriculture
Article 7, first sentence
The costs of analysis of samples for The costs of analysis of samples
the detectron of antibiotic residues for the detection of antibiotic
shall be apportioned among the totar residues sharl be borne by the
of slaughtered animals and shal1 be Member States.
borne by the persons having the
power of disposition of the above-
mentioned animals.
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27. Re. V
The Committee on Agriculture
- notes that the amendment to the directive will help to improve
standardsofhygieneinslaughterhousesandcuttingplantsand
thereby improve consumer protection,
- approves, therefore, the Commission's proposal'
- expects the commission to put forward proposals forthwith for a
further amendnent to the directive laylng down fixed criteria for
the evaluation of microbiological examinations'
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